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THE VY-LEAP 2021
The VY-LEAP 21 was organized by The Young
Leadership Club under the leadership of President
Sinjini Singh, vice president Rahat Shuja and Clubincharge Ms Anika Faruki.
The Inaugural Session on 03 September, 2021
commenced with a speech from the Principal, Mrs.
Deeksha

Khera,

the

Club-in-charge

and

the

President of the Club.
The

guest

speaker,

Lt.

Col.

Piyush

Bahuguna, had an interactive talk with the
students on “COGNITIVE CAPACITIES”.
Furthermore, there were two spectacular
musical performances by students of DPS
Mathura Road - Avi Krishan Mittal and
Swarlipi Sarkar which was followed by an
interaction with the former President of
the club and alumni – Ms Vanshika Tuteja.

The second session addressed the topic
“ODYSSEY OF IPS” put forth by serving
IPS Officer, Mrs

Tripti Bhatt, who is

presently serving as SSP Tehri, Garhwal.
The second speaker of the day was Mr
Mandeep Singh. He made the session with
the students as entertaining as he could
with creative slides and presentations. At
the conclusion, several ice breaker activities
were organized to enrich the participants
of THE VY LEAP 21.
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The

topic

of

the

“SCIENCE

third

AND

session

was

TECHNOLOGY

LEADERSHIP” addressed by Dr. Mayank
Dwivedi,

Director,

Industry

Interface

Management),

(Directorate of
and

DRDO.

He

Technology
shared

his

profound knowledge on the topic and
briefed

the

students

about

new

technologies. This enabled the students to
have a clear perception of Science and
Technology leadership. The students were
familiarized with the information of THE
YOUNG LEADERS CONVOCATION.

The fourth session of VY Leap 21
highlighted

the

meaning

and

importance of ‘ Meta-Cognition’ with
a discussion initiated by Lt Gen JK
Sharma (Retd). He has served the Indian
Army for over four decades and is
presently working as a distinguished
Fellow with DRDO. The participants
present thoroughly enjoyed discussing
metacognitive skills and addressing their
questions with the guest speaker.
This was followed by some more brainstorming activities. In addition to this, the
participants were also given a chance to interact with two notable alumni of our
school - Mr. Rijul Grover and Mr. Shubrojyoti Mookherjee.
The event was a grand success and was thoroughly enjoyed by participants and
guest speakers like.
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